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Housing pushes upperclassmen out of Murphys
Dallas Goschie
Newly designed Murphy
triples add 70 bed
spaces to residence
Staff Writer
As Seattle University contin-
ues to expand and grow, Housing
and Residence Life has a difficult
challenge on its hands, figuring out
where to put everyone.
A number oflarge changes were
announced and implemented in
time for students to register for the
2011 -2012 academic year. Among
them, the Murphy Apartments
were by far the most transformed.
Several traditionally two-person
spaces were transformed into
three-person spaces, and some
single studios were converted into
doubles.
The conversion of these Murphy
spaces will add 70 beds.
Also, sophomores are able to
register for some newly minted
sophomore-only rooms within the
Murphys, after a cap was placed
on junior and senior residency
of the mustard-colored cluster of
buildings.
"Students have asked for that,
and we decided it was probably
time," said Tim Albert, Assistant
Director ofHousing and Residence
Life, "As it turned out, [the addi-
tion of beds to some rooms] cre-
ated about the same number of
spaces that were in the Rihanna
Apartments."
The Rihanna andVantage apart-
ments were leased by the university
last year in hopes ofproviding addi-
tional housing for students unable








The 2011 version ofQuadstock brought Del the Funky
Homosapien to the Quad Saturday. Del is a cousin of
famous rapper/producer Ice Cube.The rain did nothing
to deterconcert.goers from crowdsurfing orcheering
on their favorite bands.








Food is big business, especially
at college campuses around the
country. Seattle University is no
exception. According to tuition
rate information made available
by Student Financial Services,
roughly 15 percent of a freshman
student's total expenditures for his
or her first year will be dedicated
to on-site food purchases, and this
figure does not account for gener-
ous financial aid often awarded on
the tuition side.
As Seattle U still struggles to
squeeze its larger-than-desirable
student populace into a pair ofmet-
aphorical pants that are a few sizes
too small, The Spectator checked in
withBon Appetit to see ifand how
members of the oversized class of
2014 had any affect on food con-
sumption on campus.
They have, accord-
ing to Buzz Hofford,
food service director at
Bon Appetit.
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Daytime candlelight vigil holds
moment of silence for officers
fallen in line of duty
The 8 p.m. vigil, held last Wednesday in the Quad, saw the gathering of
roughly a dozen students to recall the sacrifices ofpolice officers all around
the country, not justthe members of the Seattle Police Department.
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survey in which they discovered that
the housing options that were lowest
ranks were the Rianna and Vantage
apartments. He adds that Housing
didn't feel comfortable acting as a "middleman"
in that situation, believing that students who
wished to lease an apartment should do so on
their own. The university, Albert believes, will not
be leasing the Rianna or Vantage apartments again.
To help cope with the large class of 2014,
Housing was also forced to place some students
in lounges, or create "efficiency triple rooms" by
adding beds to double rooms. The decision caused
some concern among much of the student popula-
tion, and Albert hopes it isn't something that will
happen again.
"The university's plan was for [next year's en-
tering] class to be smaller. They are shooting for
a lower number, and we are hoping for a lower
number," Albert said.
The Murphy transitions have also provided new
rates as well. According to Housing's webpage,
sophomores can rent a one-bedroom, triple-oc-
cupancy apartment for the same quarterly price
($2050) as a traditionaldouble space in Campion,
Bellarmine or Xavier. The 330 square foot studio
room that was converted into a double is available
for the same price.
The changes and low prices seem to have at-
tracted an enormous amount of students. HRL
sent a handfulofemails to the student population
following housing registration addressing student
anger regarding the inability for some students to
secure housing within the Murphy apartments. In
its emails, Housing explained that a waitlist was
available for those still hoping to obtain residence
in the Murphy buildings.
Albert explained that soon, the Murphys will
be a sophomore-only space, highlighting the
University's belief that sophomores are more
successful if they are housed within a learning
community.
The shift of the Murphy Apartments appears to
be an effort to nudge junior and senior students
from the nest, and it comes in the wake of the
university's unveiling of the Douglas.
The Douglas, which will be open to house
students beginning this fall, is a unique partner-
ship between Seattle U and Seattle developer The
Seneca Group.
Albert notes that the Douglas will add 259 beds
to Housing's collection.
Over the past few weeks, several offers have
been announced by the managing group of the
Douglas, which have a 12-month lease period
that caused several students to express some ini-
tial wariness.
The Douglas, in an apparent attempt to assuage
concerns and increase leases, began introducing
new offers, such as allowing graduating seniors to
exit their leases early.
According to the Douglas website, the building
offers one-bedroom, two-bedroom, four-bedroom
and five-bedroom apartments.
Some students at Seattle U, perhaps as a re-
sponse to regular offers and deals announced by
the Douglas, believed that the building was having
trouble filling its beds.
Albert is quick to point out that this may no
longer be the case.
"It seemed it was slower at first, but once we
got into our housing period students became more
interested," Albert said.
Representatives from the Douglas had not re-





Housing options increase while
Bon App hours extend
Olivia Johnson
Universrty leases on Rianna and Vantage
apartments will not be renewed for next year
Editorial Assistant
A year after Housing and
Residence Life had to deal with
an oversized freshman class,
housing options are looking
better for next year's class, with
more options in the Murphy
We were able to get
more people in with
the use of transitional
triples and lounges.
Tim Albert
Housing and Residence Life
Apartments and the Douglas
opening nextyear. They arealso
hopeful that fewer efficiency
triples will be needed and that
lounges will beopen for die en-
tire year in the residence halls.
"We were able to get more
people in with the use oftriples
and lounges," said Tim Albert.
"We got some of both types
of feedback from students liv-
ing in lounges and triples, and
our residence hall directors did
a great job of moving people
out of situations they might
not have wanted to be in."
This year, space in the
Vantage and Rianna apart-
ments was also leased by the
school, although these leases
were not renewed.Though fi-
nal numbers have not been
determined for the size ofnext
year's incoming class, housing
and other university officials
predict that numbers for next
year's incoming freshman class
will be smaller than last year.
For Buzz Hofford, director
ofBon Appetit, any challenges
faced this year by the food ser-
vice company were helped by
the opening of The Byte and
adjustments made in Cherry
Street Market with the open-
ing ofnew stations. Hours were
also extended in the Cave and
the Bistro in response to stu-
dent requests.
"There are no big changes
on tap for next fall," said
Hofford. "We're anticipating
similar volumes, and expect
about the same next year."
In terms of the added strain
on Facilities that may have
been caused by additional stu-
It's fairly smooth
right now with no




dents, thosein Facilities say die
department was able to accom-
modate for students without
much hassle.
"Other than having ad-
ditional students per floor to
support, and all the set-up of
additional furnishings, it went
fairly smoodi without any huge
impacts to our housing fa-
cilities operation," said Chuck
Nerger, custodial and residence
facilities manager. "Our hous-
ing facilities folks are very used
to the fluctuating numbers of
students that come in year after
The size of the
incoming freshman
class is expected to
be smaller this year.
year. We did experience longer
use of the floor lounges that are
used as overflow, and we had
additional triples set up in the
halls to accommodate the in-
coming class."
Because most campus facili-
ties are planning on a smaller
number of students admitted
in next year's freshman class,
not as much preparation is
necessary for new students, ac-
cording to those in charge.
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.
com




Within a society that thrives on stay-
ing connected, one Seattle University
club uses their hands as their most
valuable form of communication. The
American Sign Language club has existed
for more than a year and strives to foster
a climate of understanding and respect
for Deaf culture.
"We really try to focus a lot
on practicing and preserving Sign
Language," said Marisa Wallace, co-
president of the club. "Also we want
to work to be a link between the
hearing world and the Deaf world."
Wallace is technically treasurer, but she
and co-President Katelen-Phelan work





or hard of hearing
William Linafelter
Junior
"I started this club as a means of pre-
serving Sign Language and also bring-
ing more ofan influence ofDeafculture
onto campus," said Phelan.
Seattle U has a verysmall Deafpopu-
lation, only about five students, but the
club is not justfor Deaf students. In fact,
all are encouraged to attend, if only just
to educate themselves in the language
and culture.
"Iknow Seattle U used to have a Deaf
Studies program but after a while it got
cut," Phelan said. "So one of our things
we did this year is we had a petition
signed to have Sign Language offered as
a language option at Seattle U and it's in
the process ofgetting looked at."
In the meantime, the club is doing its
best to raise interest.
"We had the coffeehouse which was a
huge success and then we had the finger
food night which was a collaboration
with HRL and our club," Wallace said.
At die finger food event, residents were
invited to receive free snacks in exchange
for learning the sign of the food they
were eating. At the end of the event, a
member ofdie club spoke about his ex-
periences being Deaf.
An experience diat isn't always easy;
Justask William Linafelter, a member of
die club and a Deafstudent at Seatde U.
"Approximately 3 percent of our
population is Deaf or hard of hearing,"
said Linafelter.
He therefore feels havingan American
Sign Language club is important on sev-
eral levels.
"I feel like being able to communicate
with diemwidiout having to use a note-
pad is definitely a boost ofconfidence for
many Deaf/hard ofhearing people. And,
I mean, justhaving access to another lan-
guage, it broadens your horizons, makes
it so you can communicate more."
"Our club wants to act as that liaison,
that bridge to shorten the gap between
the Deafworld and the hearing world,"
Wallace said, "and then we also want to
be a resource for people so we're kind
of like the lighthouse if people want
to come to us and know more about
Deaf culture."
This being the first full school year of
the club, many of the bumps and strug-
gles that come with getting such a club
started were smoothed out throughout
the school months in hopes that, when
next year comes, the club will have a
good start.
"This last yearand a halfhas been lots
ofexperiential learning but we definitely
have a better platform for next year,"
Phelan said.
"They're trying to be able to do
community service and they also try to
fully immerse in the Deaf community,"
Linafelter said. "They go to Deaf coffee
gatherings so it's not just an SU thing,
they definitely try to go offcampus."
This week, the club is having a silent
dinner at a local restaurant as a way to
experience what it feels like to be Deaf
for a night.
"The only rule is that you can't use
your voice," Phelan said.
' Students are encouraged to attend
regardless ofSign Language experience.
"That's something that we really try
to promote is that deafness in the Deaf
culture isnot a disability and ifanything
it's something to be celebrated and cher-
ished," Wallace said. "That's one ofthe
reasons why we want to preserve it be-
cause we have some links so we under-
stand how important it is."
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Freshman class size affected the volume of sales for




creased as far as
overall volumes [of food
consumed]," said Hofford.
"Cherry Street Market, the
Hawk's Nest Bistro and the
Cave all have significantly
higher sales."
Hofford's concern, however, is
not that the volume of food con-
sumed on campus has increased,
he explains that this translates
to more sales for his company,
which is "always a good thing,"
it is that Bon Appetit locations
are overcrowded.
Hofford, along with several
Seattle U students, has expressed
feelings of anger over the in-
creased flow of bodies during
peak meal hours that seem to
flood some campus eateries.
"I would guess customer
counts have probably increased
about 8 to 10 percent. [The
increase in student flow] has
made it more challenging for us
to serve all the customers, and it
impacts the quality of the expe-
rience," Hofford said.
The food services executive
goes on to explain that when
the student center was being
designed it was initially concep-
tualized to be much larger than
the structure that was erected
in 2002. He notes that as costs
of construction continued to
increase, the size of the final
building continued to shrink.
The size of Seattle U's student
populace has increased sub-
stantially over the last decade,
and Hofford now finds it chal-
lenging to meet demand in an
increasingly constricting space.
Hofford is quick to point out
Students at the Bottom Line
queue up for a quick bite or cof-
fee in between their classes.
While overcrowding puts an in-
herent strain on campus food
services, it greatly benefits the
Bottom Line (financially) of Bon
Appetit.
that his team has been making
significant investments to help
combat some of the overcrowd-
ing, like investing in adding a
sushi station to the eastern food
counter at the rear of Cherry
Street Market.
However, Hofford is not ex-
pecting any large scale changes
in the near future. He explains
that new projects like the
Douglas building and the fit-
ness center don't really affect
Bon Appetit.
Though, Hofford explains,
he has heard that Seattle U is
toying with the idea of adding
housing on the northern end of
campus, which would probably
require increased Bon Appetit
presence on that half of the
campus.
Seattle U administrators and
the office ofAdmissions have ex-
pressed that they are aiming for
a smaller freshman class this
fall than the influx brought on
by the class of 2014's arrival.
Hofford believes that, based on
projections, overall food con-
sumption levels will decline and
overcrowding might become less
of an issue.
As far as employment, Bon
Appetit currently employs 180
individuals, half of whom are
part-time student employees.
He explains that the company
lays off about half of its work-
force every summer, because
of vastly decreased demand.
At this point, Hofford says, he
doesn't predict that there will be
cutbacks in employment mov-
ing into fall of 2011, but that
he will have to see admissions
numbers from the univer-
sity before any decisions can
be made.
Hofford's final message is
that standards at Bon Appetit
will never waver in response to a
fluctuating student population.
"We cook everything from
scratch, and we use sustain-
ably sourced produce ... those
are non-negotiable," Hofford
said. "We*are big on soliciting
feedback ... it enables us to con-
tinually respond to issues as they
rise. It's all about customer satis-
faction, and we will never yield
on [those standards]."
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie®
su-spectator.com
It's all about customer
satisfaction, and we








Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Quadstock XXII leaves attendees with fun
memories, quad boasts scattered remains
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Quadstock 2011 broke the streak of the event being held on exclusively sunny days. The later hours of the event were accompanied by rain clouds and unexpected precipita-
tion. The disc jockeyworking for Del theFunky Homosapien discovered his turntables had been damaged by the rainfall. Meghan Addison of SEAC said that the large freshman
class contributed to a consistently large crowd from the beginning of the event to the show's finale. After the event was over, the Quad was littered with miscellanea.
Student numbers, limited space affect Bon App
su-spectator.com/newsnews4 the spectator I
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Queer filmmakers combat bullying at schools
Sam Kettering
Film recounts personal experience of 26 young people in King Countywho dealt with sexual identity and gender-related bullying
Senior Staff Writer
The story of how Seattle University
came to host a screening of "Put This on
the {Map}" demonstrates one of the more
positive aspects ofsocial networking sites:





the power to connect and inform.
Erin Getchman, a graduate community
counseling major first came across infor-
mation about the award-winning docu-
mentary through a link on her friend's
Facebook profile. The link led her to a
podcast where people from the film dis-
cussed the documentary. The 34-minute
long film uses the personal experiences
of 26 young people from King County's
east side to educate viewers about differ-
ent genders and sexual identities and the
issues that arise because of them.
"There's been a lot of talk in schools
and the news lately about bullying... and
I kind of started thinking about bully-
ing as a symptom of lack of informa-
tion around gender and sexuality," said
Getchman. "What I like about 'Put This
on the {Map} , is they're not just talking
about responses to this symptom of bul-
lying, but really understanding what's
behind it."
Co-director and producers Megan
Kennedy and Sid Jordan have both worked
in youth services in the King County area
for more than a decade. They made the
documentary because conversations about
queer youth were left out of the training
they received as youth service profession-
als. They interviewed 26 teenagers who
they knew from their work at the Kirkland
Teen Union Building and the Old Fire
House Teen Center about a number of
issues pertaining to gender and sexuality.
The discussed assumptions people make
about them, their pride about their sexual
and gender identities, how those identities
affect their treatment at school, and where
they receive their support.
In "Put This on the {Map}," Kennedy
I think that there's a time




Film Director and Producer
and Jordan weaved together the teens' nar-
ratives to demonstrate how important a
well-grounded gender and sexuality edu-
cation is for youth service professionals.
"I think that there's a time right now
for people to take responsibility and learn
more about gender and sexuality. It's part
of [youth service professionals] being
good at their job," Jordan said. "These
conversations belong in the classroom."
Recently, Kennedy and Jordan started
showing the film locally and around the
country as part ofReteaching Genderand
The film brings young, youth
voices into the room,




Rim Director and Producer
Sexuality (RGS), a non-profit educational
group they founded.
"We've been providing trainings to
teachers and counselors within various
faculties on campuses," Kennedy said.
"We'll use the film within the training.
... The film brings young, youth voices
into the room, and then we talk about
gender and sexuality from there."
After discovering "Put This on the
{Map}," Getchman began working
with Triangle Club president Roman
Christiaens to arrange a screening of the
documentary on campus. Christiaens
recently began working with RGS and,
together with Getchman, helped arrange
for the Office of Multicultural Affairs
(OMA), the Triangle Club and the
Seattle University Counselors for Social
Justice to sponsor a May 23 screening of
the documentary.
"I thinkSeattle University is dedicated
The hardest part for me
about being a queer
person would be the lack
of acceptance or hostility.
Sid Jordan
Rim Director and Producer
to educating people to be whole people
and leaders for social justice," said Jolie
Harris, assistant director ofOMA. "And I
think that's what the film's about."
The film itself was short and beauti-
fully edited. "Put This on the {Map}" had
no formal narrative, instead relying on
the personal experiences the 26 Eastside
teenagers described in their interviews to
create a story. The honesty and poignancy
of those interviewed made the short film
incredibly memorable.
"The hardest part for me about being
a queer person would be the lack of ac-
ceptance or the hostility I've faced because
of it," said Jordan, one of the youths in-
terviewed for the film. "Or the need to
hide from anyone, any time, this part of
who I am— this amazing, brilliant part
of who I am, who I can't show everyone."
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Student panel discusses history of Japanese
American internment at Wyckoff Auditorium
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Yosh Nakagawa [center], former internee in a Japanese internment camp, and Seattle U students reflect on the issues regarding the relevance of Japanese internment in a
post- 9/11 world at the Teach-in on the Japanese American Incarceration on May 17 in Pigott Auditorium.








to songs "Thi Tham
MuaXuan"and "Chieu




Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Undergraduate research shines at 2011 SUURA
Rosalie Cabison
The Celebration of Undergraduate Scholarship
showcased the advances in undergraduate education
Staff Writer
When the sun is shining,
Seattle University students are
wont to take every opportunity
to go outside. On Friday May 20,
however, when the sun was out
there were certain Seattle U stu-
dents that elected to stay inside.
These students were the pre-
senters and attendees of the aca-
demic conferences being held
on campus.
Philosophy Club wrapped
up the second day of its annual
Philosophy Club Conference, a
two-day philosophical dialogue
between peers without the pres-






Association (SUURA) held the
2011 Celebration of Student
Scholarship, a collection ofposter
presentations and panel discus-
sions featuring the scholarly re-
search of undergraduate students
of Seattle U.
These programs aren't wide-
ly recognized in the Seattle U
community but not for lack
of interest.
At the SUURA conference,
more than 100 students pre-
sented scholarly work across
the fields of humanities, so-
cial science, science, nursing
and English.







"My bet is there were an equal
number [of students attending as
students presenting]," said profes-
sor Kristy Skogerboe, who orga-
nizes the conference with profes-
sor Sharon Cumberland. "We'd
like to have more."
The Philosophy Club
Conference also saw a strong
number of students and faculty
members passing through their
sessions.
"The attendance was pretty
good, especially for the keynote
speaker," said Hayden Harvey, se-
nior and president of Philosophy
Club.
The keynote speaker was world
famous philosopher Tze-Wan
Kwan, was discussed his work
on concept formation through
Chinese symbols.
Chris Peeler, senior and trea-
surer of Philosophy Club, de-
scribed the attendance at profes-
sor Olufemi Taiwo's session on
critique ofaid in Africa as "stand-
ing room only."
Regardless of attendance, the
main focus of both conferences
is on the exceptional work of
the students.
Peeler presented his philoso-
phy paper on one of Martin
Heidegger's philosophical tracts
on architecture and the impact
of buildings on human thought,
relating the philosophy to St.
Ignatius Chapel.
"It was more like an art re-
view that had philosophical con-
tent than philosophy, per se. Not
like Hayden's," Peeler's facial ex-
pression suggested the complex
nature of Harvey's presenta-




"A Moral Psychology of
Aristotelian Particularism."
"It was essentially just a
project of identifying the pro-
cess of judgment in Aristotle's
"Nichomachean Ethics" and I
tried to fit it into this one connec-
tionist model of cognitive archi-
tecture," Harvey said plainly. "I
think it sounds more complicated
than it actually was."
One of the struggles of pre-
senting work is simplifying the
complex terminology without
undermining it. At SUURA,
Andrew Hankins, a sophomore
physics major, presented his re-
search at the Student Center
hearth. His poster board had the
words "Photometric Analysis of
UMAII/WLM Dwarf Galaxies"
across the top.
"Stars," he said. "It sounds
confusing, but just think stars."
Hankins spent his summer at
an observatory in New Mexico,
pointing his telescope at the stars
and taking photos of two dwarf
galaxies. The idea is that these
photos will contain information
to help understand the role of
dark matter in galaxy formation.





The subject of dark matter is
at the forefront of studies in the
field of science and physics be-
cause scientists don'tknow exactly
what it is.
Hankins tried to explain with
a metaphor, "It's like looking at
a light bulb in a dark room and
the objects that are in shadow
around it. You know those objects
are there, but you can't see it. The
light bulb is the galaxy or cluster
ofstars and the objects in shadow
are the dark matter."
We just need to





A few poster boards over,
Hannah Franklin, senior chem-
istry and biology major, presented
what she's been working on for
almost three years. Her research
on the glucocorticoid receptor
and ischemia— reperfusion stress
could aid heart attack and stroke
survivors in their recovery.
The work of Peeler, Harvey,
Hankins and Franklin were just
a few of the displays of academic
excellence at both conferences,
something that Skogerboe wants
to become a bigger part ofSeattle
U culture.
"We just need to know this is
valued on campus and keep do-
ing it, so more people can do it
and the school will put resources
toward it," Skogerboe said.
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
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Adoption demand for veteran wardogs escalates
Julie Watson &Sue Manning
Associated Press
Life after the military is look-
ing brighter than ever for America's
four-legged veterans since one of
their own helped in the mission to
kill Osama bin Laden.
War dog organizations say the
number of people asking about
adopting retired military canines
has risen dramatically since the
mission involving Cairo, the Navy
SEALs dog tasked with tracking
anyone who tried to escape from
bin Laden's compound and alert-
ing the special operations forces to
anyone approaching.
While about 300 retired U.S.
military dogs are put up for adop-
tion each year, military officials say
they've received more than 400
adoption applications in the three
weeks since the May 2 raid. In past
generations, most military dogs were
euthanized once their tours of duty
were done.
"They made a really big deal
about Cairo being a super dog but
all dogs in the military are super
dogs," said Ron Aiello, president
of the U.S. War Dogs Association.
"These dogs are fully trained, are
worthprobably $40,000 to $50,000
each at least, and it's a dog that has
been saving American lives. It's kind
ofa hero in a way."
Aiello, a dog handler for the
Marine Corps during the Vietnam
War, started his organization with
other former dog handlers to teach
Americans about the long and of-
ten sad history of the dogs that have
been deployed with troops.
The attack on Pearl Harbor
sparked the U.S. military's interest
in war dogs, which Germany and
France used in World War I. Prior to
the Vietnam War,.the canines were
trained to be fierce attack dogs that
greatly distrusted humans. But the
military soon found that limited
them too much and started training
German shepherds andother breeds
to be patrol dogs.
Today, military dogs are used
to find explosives, insurgents and
drugs, and to help search for missing
people. Some are so highly trained
they can work off leash and follow
commands whispered by their han-
dlers through a specialized commu-
nication system attached to the dog.
The dogs are credited with saving
thousands oflives. Last year, Aiello
said, a dog on patrol in Iraq detected
a fertilizer bomb on the other side
of the door in a building. The dog
sat down and alerted U.S. troops,
who spotted the explosive by look-
ing under the door.
If the dog had not sat down,
troops would have opened the door
and the building might have blown
up, killing all inside.
Other times, the dogs can only
do so much. When a sniper's bul-
let struck Pfc. Colton Rusk in
Afghanistan, the first to reach his
body was his best friend Eli — a
bomb-sniffing, black Labrador so
loyal he snapped at other Marines
who rushed to his fallen handler.
Rusk died Dec. 6. His parents have
since adopted his dog.
After the Vietnam War, only
204 of an estimated 4,900 war
dogs returned to the United States,
according to military dog organiza-
tions. The others were euthanized,
given to the South Vietnamesearmy
or abandoned by soldiers trying to
save the dogs.
That changed in 2000 when
President Bill Clinton signed a law
allowing the dogs to be adopted.
Dog lovers say the military has
made dramatic strides since then.
Last year, 338 dogs were adopted,
including 34 that were given to po-
lice departments or other govern-
ment agencies.
None are euthanized now, said
Gerry Proctor, a spokesman for
Lackland Air Force Base in San
Antonio, where the military's dog
adoption program is based.
"All the animals find a home," he
said. "There's a six-month waiting
list right now for people wanting to
adopt. And (the applications) have
gone up substantially since the raid."
The nonprofit Military Working
Dog Adoptions has received over
300 inquiries in the past two weeks,
said Debbie Kandoll ofLas Cruces,
N.M., who founded the organiza-
tion after getting her first war dog
in January 2008. Her group and
Aiello's help raise awareness about
the retired dogs, make sure they are
treated well and help people through
the process ofadopting the animals.
Aiello said the most common
breeds for military canines are
Belgian Malinois, Dutch shepherd,
German shepherd and Labrador re-
triever. They are generally older than
10 when they retire, and some have
a litany ofmedical problems.
"They only have a couple of
years left, so why not have them
spend it with a loving family where
they're not going to hear gunfire go
off, explosives go off," Aiello said.
Not all the dogs could do well
in a home with, say, children or
other pets, but some are remark-
ably docile after spending years on
the battlefield.
A dog named Chyba was de-
ployed to Iraq before Madeleine
Pickens, wife of billionaire T.
Boone Pickens, adopted her last
year. Pickens said Chyba is a
sweet, relaxed dog who is happiest
stretched out in the shade ofa tree.
It's not cheap to adopt a military
dog, in large part because adoptive
owners often have to pay $ 1,000to
$2,000 to bring them back to the
U.S. on commercial flights. Putting
a retired dog in a crate on a military
cargo flight is against the rules.
When dogs are adopted, they no
longer belong to the military, "so
it would be fraud, waste and abuse
for the DOD to transport that
pet," Maj. Gen. Mary Kay Hertog
told the Air Force News Service
in 2009.
Officially, military dogs are
considered equipment, and retired
dogs are excess or surplus equip-
ment. Kandoll wants the military
to reclassify the dogs as canine vet-
erans. That would take an act of
Congress, but it could also ensure
that all dogs shipped out of the
United States are brought back.
"Uncle Sam gave the dogs a ride
over. He should give them a ride
back," Kandoll said.
"To me, it's like leaving a soldier
behind," said Pickens, who spoke in
Encinitas last month at the dedi-
cation of a monument to military
working dogs.
It's unlikely that Cairo will
have any trouble getting adopted,
but military officials aren't saying
how far the dog is from retirement.
They aren't releasing his age or any
other details about the special op-
erations canine because his work
is classified.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
Uncle Sam gave
the dogs a ride
over. He should give
them a ride back.
Debbie Kandoll
Military Working Dog Adoptions
All dogs in the military
are super dogs.
Ron Aiello






The controversy and discussion surrounding the
upcoming Core curriculum revision concern more
than classes and course material. Professors and
students alike have been critical of the Core change
process itself, claiming the committee didn't keep the
student body well-informed about the process and
ignored student input.
Proponents of the Corepoint to a schoolwide sur-
veyconducted as proofofpositive studentand faculty
involvement, as well as the student representative on
the committee itself. The survey indicated general
support of the Core by students, but the survey was
taken by barely 1000 people, a tiny fraction of the
total Seatde University population.
Many students, like seniorShea O'Sullivan, were
completely unawareof the survey until itwas over.
"I didn'ttake the survey, I didn't even know about
it," said O'Sullivan, a visual arts major. "The Core
was the biggest waste of time. All the time I spent in
those classes, I couldve been drawing. The teachers
justdidn't care."
CriticismofCore professor enthusiasm is common
amongstudents, including freshman Tyler Yamaguchi,
a marketing major.
"I tookChemistry 101,and itfelt like ahigh school
class," said Yamaguchi. "Changing what classes are in
the Core won't make them more interesting. I didn't
take the survey, I didn't even know about it. If I did
know about it I wouldn't have done it. They should
keep it the same."
Almost everyone has acomplaint with at least one
Core class they've taken, but that doesn't stop many
students from supporting the old Core.
"I really like the old Core," said freshman Cyril
Cuison. "It really helps students develop critical
thinking skills. It's important to learn writing skills
and gain an understanding of history and the past. I
want to say yes [they listened to our feedback], but I
don't think they did."
The survey asked for specific comments and
concerns froms students, faculty, and staff about the
process, some ofwhich were summarizedand dis-
cussed in the Core Revision Committees report on
the survey. Some of the most important concerns,
especially changes to the humanitiespart of the Core,
were forcefullyasserted in theUniversity Core Revision
Committee's minority report, where the dissenting
portion of the committee argued for changes to be
made in the new Core. However, many of the areas
ofcontention went unchanged in the model that has
been approved.
Some students, including freshman Brook Burns,
feel that thecommittee has not given enough attention
to student input and complaints.
"I feel like they've blatandy ignored us," saidBurns.
"I wish they'd listened to the students who wanted to
keep the history and literature requirements."
It's hard to pinpoint why the survey had such low
participation. Given the sheer volume ofemails stu-
dents get every day, its easy to ignoreanything with the
word "survey" in the subject. On the other hand, the
reason might simply be apathy. The new Core won't
affect any of the current students at Seatde U unless
they choose to participate in the fall, though future
studentswill notbe given a choice. As demonstratedby
the minimal participation in theCore Revision Survey,
the studentswhooppose the Core revision are dwarfed
by the students who simply didn't care enough to get
involved.







Department will be undergoing a cur-
riculum review in which professors hope
to infuse more digital media based learn-
ing outcomes and objectives into cur-
rent classes. Changes to classes and any
addition of classes would potentially
take place in the fall of2012.
"We want to intensify the new media
focus in journalism today, and include
more online content," said Sonora Jha,
associate professor of communication.
"We want to tap into the new media
market and multimedia techniques for
new forms ofdigital storytelling."
Jha, along with fellow journal-
ism professors Tomas Guillen and Jeff
Philpott, will be working on the added
multimedia element over the next year,
and hope to add two to three new cours-
es to accommodate for the curriculum
changes.
Jha emphasizes that the added ele-
ments will not be an overhaul to the
entire program, but a creation of new
kinds of journalism courses and ideas
to accommodate for the changing ways
people consume news, oftentimes via
Twitter or Facebook.
"The core journalism will stay the
same," Jha said. "The program will
still be based on news gathering and
storytelling, but will focus on the best
techniques and platforms to deliver
these stories to new audiences." Fellow
journalism professor Tomas Guillen
echoes Jha's comments about the fu-
ture of the program, and the journal-
ism profession.
"We've always emphasized digital
tools to tell stories," said Guillen. "Good
writing, thinking and digital skills are
what we want students to have."
The department hopes to emphasize
that creating new digital avenues for
journalists will better prepare them for
the future. One way to accomplish this
may be to create a niche specialization
for the department, due to its small size,
although no plans for this have been
finalized.
With the changing natureofjournal-
ism and the growing presence ofdigital
media over the print medium, Guillen
is hopeful about the future ofjournalism
as a profession.
"Colleges and universities must start
privileging journalism programs and
support the education of the people
who will educate the public," Guillen
said. "The future of journalism is in the
hands of the public."
Although he does admit that jour-
nalism is going through an "evolu-
tion" where the profession is constantly
changing, he says it is up to future jour-
nalists to handle the change.
"Journalism is going to be here,"
Guillen said. "It is a profession for those
wanting to sefve."
Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Campus Voice:
Did you go to
Quadstock? If so, what
was your favorite band?
"I thought Hood Internet was
the best, it was a good mashup
of artists... and the crowd was
decent."
"I actually only saw Del so I
guess that was my favorite."
"Hood Internet. It was during the Rapture time
and they put on a good rapture end of the
world show."
"I don't know, I was so tied up
with stuff."
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The Northwest Folklife Festival
is, without a doubt, the biggest fes-
tival of its kind in North America.
Combining elements ofa music festi-
val, craft fair and cultural celebration,
Northwest Folklife draws a quarter of
a million visitors each year.
The music scene at Northwest
The music scene at
Northwest Folklife is
incredibly diverse.
Folklife is incredibly diverse. Aside
from stage performances from local
musicians, the festival area is packed
with street musicians and open areas
for drum circles and jam sessions.
Musicians play traditional folk music
as well as blues, jazz, rockabilly and
folk punk.
This year's festival features
the Northwest Folklife Youth Art
Showcase, celebrating the visual and
musical art of Seattle's youth. The
visual art displays encompass a huge
range of youth art, from traditional
paintings, sketches and photographs
to alternative art forms such as comic
books, tattoos and spray paint art.
Additionally, the Youth Art Showcase
will feature high school and college
age musicians, including blues, folk,
indie rock and hip-hop.
The most important thing about
Northwest Folklife isn't its size or its
variety ofart, but rather that it's com-
pletely free and open to the public.
It's run by 1,800 volunteers, with its
small budget coming mainly from
donations and city funding.
While aimed to please people of
any age group, Northwest Folklife is
sure to appeal to college students: it
provides a chance to hang out in the
sun whilelistening to as much music
as you could possibly want, all for the
price of a bus ride.
Folklife begins this Friday, May 27
and goes through Monday, May 30.
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A Ballard beach on the Puget Sound. Unlike Alki, this beach has actual sand—
not small sharp rocks that are painful on the bare feet. GG also has bonfire pits
and an amazing view ofthe sound. It's a good place to take your dog, to fly a kite
and you might even get to see some wicked sweet kite surfing.
Get on
According to seattle.gov, this is the largest park in the city. It
on Magnolia bluff and is sure to make you feel like you're hik
with Frodo and Sam on their journey to destroy the ring. You'll n<
that you're actually still in Seattle. The trails in the lush forest e
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:ts, Battles and Ra
Ra Riot will be held from July 22 through
24, with the entrance on Pike Street and E.
12thAvenue. Only Quadstock is more con-
veniently located.
Other performers this year include
Handsome Furs, Telekinesis, Woods, Fences,
Champagne Champagne, Craft Spells and
Fresh Espresso among many others.
According to The Seattle Times, "the
three-day Block Party swarms over two out-
door and three indoor venues in and around
the intersection of 11th Avenue and Pike
Street. It customarily showcases some of the
best on-the-rise Northwest talent, plus a few
bands making the rounds of the summer con-
cert circuit and a handful of others managed
by companies that festival organizers have a
stake in."
Three day pass tickets are on sale now for
$75, and single day tickets will go on sale
June 3 for $27.50.
Olivia may be reached at ojohnson@su-
spectator.com
itof your apartment and into the sun
caroietvia Flickr





Both ofthese locations have docks withdiving boards onLake Washington.
Madison Park gets a little more sun and is typically populated by more of a
college-aged crowd, but they both have their merits. Make sure to show up
early in the day to get a good spot on the lawn. It fills up fast.
Gas Works Park/Lake Union:
GWP is always fun for flying kites and picnicking on the grassy hills. If
you're looking for more of a hands-on adventure, then you can rent kayaks,
canoes and paddleboards on Lake Union. The view offers a mindboggling
juxtaposition between natural wonders and an urban landscape.





Many students this summer will undoubtedly
stay in Seattle and for those particular students find-
ing somethingfun to do will be almost a non-issue.
However, if in fact you find yourself looking for
something new, then look no further than the an-
nual summer music festival Bumbershoot.
Bumbershoot, which is also an obscure word
for umbrella, is a multi-day music and arts festival
that takes place at and around the Seattle Center.
This year the festival is to go down on Sept. 3 and
continue through Sept. 5.
The full lineup of the bands is yet to be an-
nounced, howeversome ofthe bands that the event
website has announced include: Minus the Bear;
STRFKR; Daryl Hall & John Oates; andThe Kills
(just to name a few).
Tickets can be purchased on the Bumbershoot
website or at the Seattle Center. Prices range from
$29 for a single day pass to $475 for a three day
ultimate perk experience pass. However, don't think
for a moment that not springing for the somewhat
expensive specialpasses will hinder your experience.
Bumbershoot, according to numerous testimonials,
is really what you make it.
This festival is also not in any way limited to just
music. In fact, according to their website, "[one
can] experience ground-breaking local, national
and international artists in all arts, disciplines and
musical genresat a variety oflarge and small, indoor
and unique outdoor venues."
Headliners include Minus the
Bear, Trie Kills, STRFKR, Daryl
Hall & John Oates and more.
No matter what your interests are, Bumbershoot
is sure to tantalize at least one of them. And for
someone staying in Seattle over the summer, it is
a perfect opportunity to immerse oneself in the
culture and summer mood ofSeattle.
John may be reached at
jbeaton@su-spectator.com
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Naked nuns and quirky contraptions fill festival
Kassi Rodgers
News Editor
Tucked away in an innocuous
corner of residential Fremont
stands a large windowless build-
ing of dark gray. A block off the
usually stroller-filled main drag
of the neighborhood was, for
a weekend, a congregation of
lustful images, thoughts and
for that matter, people. Though
billed as an exploration of the
"Red Light District," my tour
of this year's Seattle Erotic Arts
Festival was not an accident.
There was no sketchy taxi driver
or wrong turn that preceded my
descent into the den of sinful
flesh, licentiousness and all the
other fabulous things humans
engage in.
Entering such an atmosphere
with slightly sweaty palms made
me wonder how many people
could really explore a red light
district. Could we handle the as-
sault on the senses, the musky
damp heat, the eyes and the
hands of it all? Instead of jump-
ing head first into a sexual
underworld, it seems that the
ninth annual Seattle Erotic Arts
Festival would serve as a per-
fect trial run, although no less
exhilarating.
A trip to the reaches ofAugust
J. Leborg's "The Inner Yoni" in-
volved a plastic Y chromosome-
shaped chair that is slowly
tilted back to eventually invert
the sitter completely. Whether
or not the disruption of your
equilibrium opens the door to
your 'inner yoni' wasn't exactly
clear even after I took a full spin
on the piece of art that Leborg
says was 35 years in the making.
When asked exactly what a Yoni
was, Leborg laughed, "I don't re-
ally know."
Neither do I.
This year's festival featured
Corseted women
stalked from one
exhibit to the next, their
breasts pooling out.
173 visual works of artists from
13 countries as well as perfor-
mance, literary and cinematic art
exhibitions. The visual art rarely
sparked just a visual aesthetic;
while one sculpture conjures
up a desire for touch another
might inspire a unique kind of
repulsion, a shirking away from
the perverse or painful. Janette
Casolary's "Reclaiming our sa-
cred ground" is a stark white
plaster cast piece ofwomen's gen-
italia in varying self-exploratory
situations, one ofwhich very ob-
viously includes a cucumber. Or
Julie Simone's "Samantha, pool,"
featuring a photograph ofa wom-
an's face and chest, gagged in an
opaque latex hood, floating in a
swimming pool.
Corseted women stalked
from one exhibit to the next,
their breasts pooling out over
the top of the constricting
The exhibit dove head
first into the territory
of what could be
called blasphemous.
material like swiftly poured
champagne when they bent
over to read the artists'
notes. Devices of pleasure
and torture mingled together
in corners constantly buzz-
ing or vibrating or gyrating
depending on the artists'
intentions. "The Cowboy
Toy," from Oregon based art-
ist Jacob Matthew, displayed
a small-scale fully function-
al mechanical bull with...
extra features.
One patron giggled and
nudging his friend said,
"Gives a whole new defini-
tion to the term bareback."
The cultural commentary
surpassed the need for more
sex-positive ventures and dove
head first into the territory of
what some right-wingers would
call blasphemous. Arznix, an
artist from Vancouver, B.C.
explores religious iconography
-through photography. In "Sin of
self-live possesseth all mine eye"
a woman in a low-cut, crotchless
black and white latex leotard,
reminiscent of a nun's habit,
sits with her legs splayed open in
front of the lens. Deviantnorm's
photo piece, "Hijab girl not so
modest," features a close-up
_of a woman wearing a hijab
with what appears to be se-
men splashed haphazardly onto
her face, her eyes unflinching
and powerful.
And what would an erotic
showcase be without some in-
terpretation of the sexual dalli-
ances of cyberspace, specifically
the oft scandalized forum of
Craigslist's "casual encounters."
Tamiko Stump, an artist from
New York creates in the piece,
"CL0228042910" a visual in-
terpretation of the explicit and
seductive personal ads placed
on Craigslist in the city of New
York. The piece includes print-
outs of actual craigslist ads as
well as a large metal etching of
a naked woman.
In close proximity to the
mechanical bull is a classroom
simulationin progress, complete
with desks and crayons. The 'in-
structors' are all wearing white
lab coats and stand off to side ex-
plaining the concept behind what
they call the "Queeriodic Table."
Formatted in a similar fashion as
the Periodic table of Elements,
this version is a little off but
no less informative. Elements




ing" and "butt pirate" make
up categories such as "mostly
male," "frequently female," and
many others. Viewers are asked
to sit down and come up with
their molecule after choosing
from the plethora of available
options. Almost instantly, the
benefit to teaching this table
over the old, boring version in
schools became apparent, and
coincidently enough Hydrogen
was replaced with "Love" as the
universal element.
Kassi may be reached at
krodgers@su-spectator.comJoe Dyer | The Spectator
Thirty-five years in the making, "The Inner Yoni" is essentially a chair that
makes you sit with your legs spread. Raunchy.
su-spectator.com/entertainment12 the spectator
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Skillet takes its street food and settles on Cap Hil
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
At Skillet Diner, the brand new
brick and mortar offshoot of city-
renowned Skillet Street Food, love
is in the details.
The Skillet Burger, which costs
$ 13,comes on a roll from Macrina
bakery and is topped with Skillets
signature bacon jam, arugula and
"creamy" bleu cheese. The sweet-
ness of the bacon jam contrasts
wonderfully with the tartness of
the arugula and the sharpness ofthe
bleu cheese; without the different
complimentary flavors, the indi-
vidual flavors of the bacon jam or
the bleu cheese would overwhelm
the taste buds. The Macrina roll
sops up the juices from the patty
and blue cheese and doesn't fall
apart in one's hand, as a cheaper
bun might.
The grilled peanut butter and
jelly sandwich, which costs $5,
comes to the table fresh off the
stove. The peanut butter feels warm
and creamy against the tongue, and
for $2 more, a customer can add
sweet banana slices to the sand-
wich. The dish comes with hand
cut fries or a balsamic vinaigrette
salad. Although it seems counter-
intuitive to eat something salty or
bitter with something so sweet,
the different flavors can provide a
welcome respite for those who can't
handle too much sugary food.
Skillet Diner also serves break-
fast all day long from the time it
opens at 7 a.m. until it closes at
midnight. A stack ofgriddle cakes
costs $8 and comes with rhubarb
compote and lemon zest butter.
The house made biscuits, $9, are
coated in sage gravy and served
with chicken sausage.
The diner, located at 1400
East Union Street, doesn't serve a
single dish without an interesting
garnish. In a similar vein, the res-
taurant is abound with charming
bits of flair, which accentuate the
dining experience.
Each table receives its own bottle
ofwater, which customers sip from
the fruit-embossed jam containers
that serve as drinking glasses. Jars of
colorful, preserved vegetables line
a wood-paneled window in the
eastern corner of the restaurant.
Imperfections run throughout the
eatery's stark, grey cement walls.
Everything that Skillet Street
Food might have had, if only there
had been room enough for it, now
seems to fill the diner. Based on
looks and atmosphere alone, Skillet
Diner is a pretty sweet place to grab
a bite to eat.
The waitstaffgoes out of its way
not to rush customers and gladly
answers any questions about the
restaurant's menu, which will like-
ly change each month as the own-
ers experiment with new recipes.
Although the food takes a good
20-something minutes to come to
the table, the waiters and waitresses
check on customers frequently, and
one does not feel forgotten.
The one considerable downfall
ofSkillet Diner is the drinks. The
water is lukewarm by the time it
arrives at the table, and customers
must ask for ice cubes if they prefer
cooler water. The soft drinks aren't
refrigerated beforehand, either, so
by the time the ice cools it off the
soda has gone a little flat.
Ultimately, Skillet Diner offers
the same yummy experience that
Skillet Street Food has provided
Seattle for several years, albeit in
a more relaxed and better rooted
environment. Its casual yet per-
sonality-packed abode makes it a
sweet place to grab a Sunday morn-
ing brunch or to sit and mull over
a good book.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectatoi
The Skillet Burger comes with a tasty bacon jam smeared on top.
Student photo show strips subjects, reveals scars
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Pristine white walls are sharply contrasted
by the crisp black frames of nearly ahundred
photographs. Images, portraying reality and
imagination, hang at eye-level to the observer,
I like the way [photos]




offering up a story they are eager to tell.
For the next two #eeks, Seattle University's
Vachon Gallery will be home to the BFA
Photography exhibit in a stunning portrayal
of five photo stu-
dents' long months of
hard work.
"It's the most ac-
complished I've ever
felt in my life," said
photographer Heath





ofthis idea that we have
that we remember an
event exactly how it
happened and that
no matter what, that's
how it happened," he
said. "But I'm kind of




event but it's in light
oftoday and in light of
all the events that have
happened in between."
Each photo student
has a different photo
display, one that is
entirely their own and
entirely unique to dieir
interests and ideas. Classmate, Tania Stearns,
decided to focus on portraits ofpeople her
age and explore perceptions of self.
"I've always been really interested in the
dimensions between how people see them-
selves and what they show to the world,"
she said. "I really think it's fascinating what
people showed me. They could bring what-
ever they wanted to the shoots and wear
whatever they wanted. It was kind ofabout
artistic collaboration."
Molly Magee, another photo student,
focused on children. After moving in with
a friend who had a young son, she became
surrounded by the learning and thinking
of children. So much so that it inspired
her pieces.
"I was really fascinated by how quickly he
was learning and how he perceived sensory
impulse or sensoryexperience," she said. "His
communication and ability to articulate was
progressing at such a quick rate that it be-
came just this project on its own."
In contrast to childhoodand innocence,
Cody Goodfellow's project, titled the OXY
Trap, -delves into the debilitating life drug-ad-
dicts face under the influence of Oxycontin
and Heroin.
"One of thekids that I interviewed died
one month after I interviewed him. He com-
mitted suicide," Goodfellow said. Though the
One of the kids that I
interviewed died one month
after I interviewed him.
Cody Goodfellow
BFA Photo Student
topic he chose was far from easy, Goodfellow
wants people to see his project as educational
because it's celebrative and convivial and it's
occasional, but [in America] we do it all the
time, it's addictive, and it kills us."
Classmate Melissa Ettman focused on a
form ofexternal scarring to human's biggest
"You don't know it by looking at some-
one and they have this entire story that you
can never understand unless you get to know
them and even then there are big gaps in the
experiences and how it gets recorded on our
skin. Mie said.
Because she was focusing on skin, several
of Ettman's photographs are of nude mod-
els, an experience entirely new for her and
her models.
"It ended up being a lot more freeing then
I expected it to be and I think its really cool
and I'm really really excited about it," said
one of the models, Cydni Carter.
The show is a culmination of ideas and
hard work and one
that deserves to be
recognized.
"It takes stamina to
get through all of this.
It's mental, it's emo-
tionaland then it comes
down to physical,"
Ettman said. "We really
had to push ourselves to
get to this point."
Though long and
arduous, it was a jour-
ney they were willing
to take.
"I like photography
because it's an act ofcre-
ation," said Braun. "It's
a recording of events
but it's also an interpre-
tation and creation and
everything that art is. I
like the way it can show
truth or not truth or
anything. There are so






Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Melissa Ettman's series exploring identity through the flesh caused many to stop and stare, even at the tamer pieces.
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As she talks about art, professor
Naomi Hume's steely glasses frame the
curiosity and passion in her eyes.
"Visual material is a specific type of
material, it's not like a text. That's part
of what's difficult about it and part of
what's interesting about it," said Hume.
"Visual images are this particular kind of
hermetic object that fascinates us, that
have more information in them than we
can possibly uncover or be certain about.
There's always going to be some kind of
ambiguity in interpreting an image."
Hume is particularly enthralled
with Central and Eastern European
modernism. Her article, "Context
and Controversy around Prague's Art
Monthly: Umelecky Mesfcni'k, 1911-
1914," is featured in the Faculty New
Works exhibit in The Kinsey Gallery
(in the Admissions Building) on 12th
and Marion. In her article, she exam-
ines a group of obscure cubist artists
in Prague.
"Ultimately, the way this episode in
the history of art has been approached is
to say that these artists didn't understand
cubism because their subject matter is
different...my approach is to say that
they are contemporary viewers of cub-
ism and this is what they understood it
to mean. It's interesting for us to find out
what that is and to figure out why their
context and their intellectualbackground
lead them to these conclusions."
Hume discovered through her re-
search that Prague cubism contained
themes of Bohemian nationalism. She
speculated that these artists turned to














us to tell or to
think about."
tenure track
art history professors at Seattle University
and she insists that art history is more
exciting than it sounds.
"I don't know if it's a caricature or
just a stereotype of thinking about art
history as a class where you just look at a
lot of images and memorize their names
and dates."
Instead, the art history program em-
phasizes the examination of art in its
social and historical context. Seattle U
allows her and professor Ken Allan, the
other tenure track professor, to shape
their curriculum as they see fit.
"We can really change the way that
things are done here," Hume said. "We
lotof freedom that way. I thinkthing that's really positive aboutiry [at Seattle U]."e is also listed as a professorledgling film studies program,she hasn't technically taught a
film studies class yet. She gets excited
when she talks about her use of film
in her seminar class on avant-garde art
of the 1920s and '30s called "Robots,
Machines and the Body."
"We look at the film Metropolis—
Big others— and think about theruction of fantasies and fears aboutines and technology and their merg-
ing of the body. We also watch excerpts
from Wall-E," she said.
Apparently the Pixar film isn't just
about cute robots. Hume insists that
"Wall-E" is an example of how the fan-
tasy and fears surrounding sentient ma-
chines continue today.
Hume's article and methodol-
ogy provide a thought-provoking ap-
Bto art history that isn't justgroup of famous dead guys whomasterpieces.
Joe Dyer | The Spectator
Ken Allan
Arts, but literature is his first love.
He received his undergraduate degree
in English with an art history minor and
decided to pursue a graduate degree in art
history after finding himself fascinated
with the ways that literary theory could
be applied to art criticism.
Allan described the method as, "The
puzzle of how to speak about a visual
experience, to capture the powerful aes-
thetic experience through words."
The professor tries to get his own stu-
dents fascinated by this puzzle.
"I stress discussion skills in my classes,
talking about what we're seeing and its
historical context."
Although Allan is exclusively a profes-
sor of art history, he teaches an interdis-
ciplinary literature class that deals with
novels, short stories and the power of im-
ages in traumatic timeperiods such as the
Holocaust and the Cold War.
"It's going back to the things I loved
about literature," said Allan.
Allan's favorite books are "Infinite
Jest" by David Foster Wallace and "This
Portrait of a Lady" by Henry James. He
says that engaging narratives that involve
him in the storyline, characters with psy-
chological nuances, and unique writing
style are the characteristics of books that
he enjoys. Allan also thinks about books
in the context of the experience of the
"I think a certain interest in doing
something different with the medium
makes me think about what the author
is doing."
For example, in "Infinite Jest," Wallace
utilizes footnotes that deliver expanded
exposition and explanations at points in
the narrative, requiring the reader to flip










artist Ed Ruscha, the artist of fo-
cus in Allan's article "Ed Ruscha, Pop
Art and Spectatorship in 1960s Los
Angeles," on display in the Faculty New
Works exhibit.
The article addresses the viewer's en-
counter with Ruscha's art and argues that
the experience gives the viewer a new ap-
proach to the city ofLos Angeles.
Ruscha experimented in the medium of
photography, his subject was Los Angeles
and he published his work in small-for-
mat, mass-produced books. Similarly to
Wallace's "Infinite Jest," Ruscha's pho-
tography books challenge the reader to
experience the medium in a unique way
that makes the viewer think about what
the artist is doing. In "Every Building on
the Sunset Strip," a series of photos of
the landscape of the famous LA street is
accordion-folded into the book.
Allan explains the experience of this
book for the reader: "To use the book
the viewer can adopt a number of differ-
ent strategies, such as turning it upside
down and right side up to see both sides
of the street in succession or by unfolding
only a small portion at a time. The visual
scanning of one strip of images always in-
volves the simultaneous awareness of the
unexamined parallel strip of images in the
opposite orientation, generating a sense
of abstract symmetry and interpretative
disjunction at the same time."
Allan declares that, "The artistic po-
tential of Ruscha's books is realized...in
the reader's projection of the visual 'les-
sons' of Ruscha's books back onto their
source: the difficultand absurd reality of
Los Angeles."
The rest of Allan's article can be read
at the New Faculty Works exhibit in the
Kinsey Gallery.
Rosalie may be reached at
rcabison@su-spectator.com
JoeDyer | The Spectator
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At noon on the day of "The Rapture That Never Happened," Cig Bros, auspiciously Pegan the four-hour-long onslaught of talented Seattle University student bands with a set
that included a cover of the "Keyboard Cat" song. The U Crew injected some frat-soaked hip-hop into our Greekless campus, causing hoardes of dudes in cut-off t-shirts to
wave theirhands in theair like they didn't care. Patchwork proved that you can play even if two of your members are out oftown, The Brain Cooks shrieked and shimmied
their way into everyone's hearts, Camp 10sang about smoking green on the Green, The Apollos fired up the crowd, and Conduct Party bid Seattle U a spirited farewell.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Camp 10 stepped outside of Campion and onto the Union Green, playing their Sublime-
influenced reggae jams.
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
What this picture doesn't show are Brain Cooks frontwoman Colleen Clement's magnificent
pants, which were so colorful and wonderfully patterned that they almost stole the show.
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
SEAC committee member John Conway had hair at the beginning of Quadstock, but by the
end it was gone. What happens at Quadstock stays at Quadstoock.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Fresh-faced as ever, Patchwork made people smile by smiling at them.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Beloved senior band Conduct Party bid the"school adieu with a great set.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
U Crew fans flashed their suspect gang symbols at the camera.
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Many Seattle University se-
niors currently face some tough
decisions.
Should they take that un-
paid internship or the job that
doesn't pertain to their major?
Should they go to graduate
school or take timeoff to travel?
Should they stay in Seattle, re-
turn home, or try their hand at
a new city?
What adult sports league
should they join?
Underdog Sports Leagues
(USL), with its easygoing na-
ture and dedicated staff, seems
like the most likely choice for
many soon-to-be-graduates.
The participants are usually
young, diverse and love to have
a good time.
The premise is a




With the help of friends,
Shawn Madden founded USL
about 11 years ago. He saw the
need for an adult sports league
in Seattle that welcomed players
with littleor no athletic experi-
ence, people who cared more
about bestowing nicknames
than picking up trophies.
"The premise is a laid back
league for everyday players,"
said Madden. "You know, you
don't have to be great at sports
to have fun playing sports and
just because you're not good at
sports doesn't mean you can't
play in a good sports league."
USL offers eight different
spotts based upon the season:
bowling, bocce ball, flag foot-
ball, dodgeball, kickball, minia-
ture golf, volleyball and softball.
A number of USL players join
teams for multiple sports.
"They're all different, and it
all depends on what you're do-
ing." said Sergio Bustamante,
who has played multiple sports
with USL for six years. "I do
volleyball, and that's competi-
tive, and I do kickball, and
t's more about having fun."
Individual leagues exist with-
in each sport, and prospective
players can sign up for a league
online, individually or as part
Intramural sports league provides several
opportunities for summertime
ofa team. A league's season lasts
five to eight weeks, depending
on whether the team makes the
playoffs. Bars often sponsor or
are present at USL games, so all
participants must be 21 years of
age or older. And, with the ex-
ception ofthe Gentlemen's Flag
Football League, all leagues
are coed.
"This is a really good way
just to blow off steam," said
Eliza Webb, USL's press rela-
tions representative. "You've
got so many pressures with
work, school, the economy. You
can come here and not have to
worry about any of it."
The players agree.
"The weather is nice, you get
to drink and do littlekid activi-
ties," said Caitlin Killorin, who
graduated from Seattle U in
2009. She plays for the Angry
Birdies in the Drinks for Links
league, which invites its partici-
pants to play mini golf while
drinking beer. "Its great to have
a planned activity, especially in
the summer."
"It's pretty cool, just really
fun," said Blair Roberts, who
also plays in the Drinks for
Links league.
USL employees constantly
work behind the scenes to make
sure each game is as laid back
and enjoyable as possible.
"There's a huge amount of
things that goes into the admin-
istrative side of every league,"
Webb said. "But we just want
players to see the fun part."
For a Drinks forLinks game,
USL's staff makes arrangements
for everything from the facili-
ties, to a bar, to a wait staff.
Considerable time and
thought go into creating sched-
ules for leagues in which teams
play against one another. In a
league with six teams, every
team will eventually play each
other; a new team might have
to play against a seasoned team
at some point. By scheduling
the new team to play less sea-
soned teams before it plays the
seasoned team, USL employees
can ensure that the new team
will improve before going
up against more experienced
competitors. Madden firmly
believes in paying attention to
detail, saying, "You can create a
really compelling, great experi-
ence by spending a lot of time
on the schedules."






The Seattle University baseball
team concluded its season this week-
end, losing a four game series 1-3
against Saint Mary's University. The
Gaels beat the Redhawks in both of
Fridays games, and after losing the
first game on Sunday by three runs,
die Redhawks routed the Gaels 7-3
in the final gameof die series. The
game was many players' last game
with the Redhawks.
The first game of the series
saw excellent pitching by junior
Brandon Kizer, who allowed only
five hits in the game. All of the
games runs came in the Gael's third
inning, when a homerun by Patrick
Wisdom gave diem a lead tJiey held
for the entire game.
The second game on Friday saw
powerful hitting on botii sides, and
Seattle U took advantage ofsloppy
defense and careless pitching to gain
four runs over the third and fourth
innings. The Gaels fought back with
equal hitting power, gaining a 6-4
lead by the end ofdie sevendi. A sac-
rifice fly by juniorTrent Oleszczuk
tied the game again in the eighth,
but a run off of a hit by pinch hit-
ter Markus Melgosa sealed die Gael's
sweep of the first day.
The Saint Mary's Gaels took
an early 4-0 lead in the first game
on Saturday. Seattle U cut the lead
down to two with a home run by
Oleszczuk in the top of the third
inning. The Redhawks scored two
more runs that game when junior
Riley Tompkins hit a home run in
the sixth inning, bringing him and
junior Doug Kincaid home. Solid
pitching and good hitting by the
Gaels kept the Redhawks at bay
for the rest of the match, includ-
ing a perfect ninth inning by Gael
pitcher Patrick Keane. Keane out
pitched the Redhawk sophomore
Evan Ewing, who allowed six. hits
and four runs in his two innings at
the mound.
The game was many
players' last game
with the Redhawks.
The Redhawks relied on early
runs to carry them through the sec-
ond game, scoring three runs early
in die second inning offa homerun
by sophomore Josh Kutz that sent
Kincaid and sophomoreSean Narny
home. The Redhawks kept up the
hitting momentum, scoring two
more runs in the second inning off
a string ofsingles, including one re-
sulting from a Saint Mary's error.
Seattle U had more runs in the
second inning but the Gaels would
get the whole game,and solo home
runs by Tompkins and Narny
pushed their lead even farther. Itwas
Tompkins second home run of the
game. Tompkins, Kutz and Narny
all hadremarkable hitting days, widi
Kutz and Narny going 2-3 at bat
in the second game. Much of the
Redhawks hitting came off Gael
starting pitcher Ben Griset, who al-
lowed nine hits.
The game was pitcher Arlo
Evasick's fourth win of the season
and ends his two-season stint with
the Seanle U team. He allowed only
six hits in as many innings ofpitch-
ing, and only three runs.
"It was a good way to finish that
chapter of my life," said Evasick.
"Even though we we're 22-30, ev-
ery time we won, we knew we'd de-
served it. We got pushed around a
lot last year, but this year we worked
really hard, and it showed."
Seattle Us record improved dra-
matically from last season, with the
Redhawks winning 22 games of the
52 played. The graduating seniors
of the baseball team are some of
the first athletes to graduate after
playing Division One baseball at
Seattle U.
J. Adrian may be reached at
amunger@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/sports16 thespectator
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Bolce finds peace in painting,
competition in video games
Cameron Drews
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Staff Writer
Junior Sarah Bolce of track and
field wants to do about a million
things she doesn't have time to do.
The very prospect of "free time"
usually makes her laugh. As both
a nursing major and a collegiate
mile runner, her schedule is often
filled up, but that doesn't stop her
from enjoying the ride.
When she actually has some
extra time on her hands, Bolce
likes spending it with friends,
whipping up meals in her kitchen
and painting scenic landscapes.
"I started painting in high
school," said Bolce. "I actually
took a painting class here and
learned a lot."
Of course, it's difficult for
her to set aside enough time to
paint.
"I think about painting a lot
more than I actually get to," she
said.
In keeping with her love for
scenic painting, Bolce enjoys the
outdoors. Lately she's been try-
ing to power through her home-
work so she can make time for a
camping trip. The recent sunny
weather has motivated her to ex-
perience the great outdoors and
she'll be sure to find some artistic
inspiration.
When she can't be out in the
sunshine (which is almost al-
ways in Seattle), Bolce finds in-
door activities to pass the time.
Besides cooking and baking, she's
also been known to play video
games every now and again. In
fact, she wants it to be known,
for the record, that she has suc-
cessfully beaten fellow distance
runner Nick Cannata-Bowman
in a game 9/ NCAA football.
Even though she couldn't quite
remember which game console it
was or what the exact name of the
game was, she won and that's all
that matters.
She's good at putting
things in perspective.




Bolce's last two summers have
been spent in Sacramento, Calif.,
where the rest of her family cur-
rently lives. But her home time
is often cut short by the need to
return to Seattle to start practic-
ing again with the team.
"I love the preseason," she said.
"I'm not complaining. We get to
practice without having to go to
school."
Ofcourse, that's not to say that
Bolce doesn't enjoy the academic
side of Seattle U. She chose to be
a nursing major for a reason. For
patients, being in a hospital can,
be an intimidating experience.
Therefore, she wants to work
towards making them feel more
comfortable.
"I wanted to do something
that helps people on a daily basis
in an immediateway," she said.
If she had to narrow her fo-
cus, Bolce says that she'd like to go
into acute care because it would
challenge her to work at a faster
pace. On the other hand, she ad-
mits that she would be happy do-
ing pretty much anything in the
nursing field.
Allison Prather, who has the
privilege of being Bolce's room-
mate and teammate, holds Bolce
in high regard both on and off the
track.
"She's just dedicated and fun-
loving," said Prather. "She's good
at putting everything in perspec-
tive. You just can't have too much
of Sarah."
Head coach Trisha Steidl ex-
pressed similar feelings.
"She's a hard worker who never
backs down from a challenge,"
said Steidl. "She's really receptive
to what is going to make her bet-
ter and then responding."
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Bolce wentto high school in Sacramento, where she lettered in cross
country twiceand track and field three times.














Battelle Seattle Research Center is part of a national on-
road study leading to reduced traffic fatalities and less-
congested roads. Scientific equipment will be installed in
your vehicle to measure your normal driving patterns. We
are seeking individuals who:
Age 16+ /Own vehicle (payments OK, not leased)/VaHd DrLic /
Allow unnoticeable datacollection system to be installed 1 -2
yrs; no permanent changes to vehicle /Able to read & complete
questionnaires
Compensation provided | Data kept confidential
If interested, call 877-495-1556 - reference Naturalistic
Driving Study.
This research is sponsored by the National Academies of Science.
For more information, please visit http://www.shrp2nds.us
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Earn the prestigious CELTA certificate in Seattle!
Teaching English to speakers of other languages can be a
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work abroad. The CELTA certificate is recognized around the
world as a symbol of quality teaching and is a terrific way to
get started in your ESL teaching career!
Apply now! Courses start:
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This week, The Spectator received an anonymous letter
to the editor regarding the representation of conservative
Catholics on campus expressing concerns that members of
this community are silenced by the larger liberal Catholic
community at Seattle University, mentioning specific con-
cerns that arose during the St. Ignatius Chapel annual
student homily. However, we will not be running this
letter.
The letter included criticism of specific campus officials
and we feel it would be unfair to print criticism of specific
persons when the letter writer remains anonymous. Also,
The Spectator encourages criticism of organizations rather
than private persons unless the former is totally necessary.
Regardless, The Spectator will not be a forum for gossip
and hearsay. Anonymity in letters to the editor and for
sources in general is reserved for extreme cases, if someone
were to offer sensitive information that was vital to com-
munity interests but could endanger a person's life or job
if their name was published, for example.
The letter-writer said he or she felt his or her religious
views were not welcome in campus dorms, in theology
class, The letter-writer closed the letter by saying he or
she remained anonymous for fear of being ridiculed by
the community at large. If our campus environment is
so caustic that conservative Catholics feel that can't even
express an opinion, this is obviously incredibly problem-
atic and should be addressed. However, we do not see the
campus community as being that cynical or openly hateful.
Campus Ministry also received a copy of the letter and
expressed a desire to know who this person was in order to
have a conversation about how to best serve their spiritual
needs. Similarly, The Spectator would have liked to work
with the letter writer to create a new draft of the letter
that would have been suitable for publication.
We encourage members of the conservative Catholic
community to send in signed editorials. Let's use this as
an opportunity to use the Opinion section as a forum
for a constructive campus dialogue about ministry and
how the liberal and conservative Catholic communities
can work together to enhance each other's understanding
of scripture.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, Fernando Sioson, Kira Brodie, Kassi Rodgers, Kelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Olivia Johnson, Sarah Hiraki and
Candace Shankel. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.
Kucinich isn't fit to
handle Seattle issues
One can't help but feel bad for Dennis Kucinich. Because
of redistricting in Ohio, Rep. Kucinich will probably lose
his seat. Empathy aside, Kucinich's recent carpetbagging
tour to our district is a little more than worrysome.
On Sunday, Kucinich cooked up some vegan pancakes
at a brunch put on by the 32nd district Democrats, flirt-
ing with many of the people who supported his past failed
presidential runs in 2004 and 2008.
Kucinich's liberal, vegan-pancake eating ideas would cer-
tainly fit in well with our progressive city and its politics,
which are concerned with environmental issues and the
like. But the fact remains—Cleveland is not Seattle, even
if we do have a new seat opening up come election time.
Although Kucinich is in all respects a senior, experienced
politician with a long history behind him, the suggestion
that he may attempt a run at a seat in our state is an act
of political tourism—and nobody likes a tourist.
We need politicians who are familiar with our issues,
who have a sense of context and backgrounds in the dis-
tricts they seek to represent. We need politicians who have
a stake in what's going on our district, not celebrity politi-
cians looking for a new job in face of possible unemploy-
ment, however unfortunate. People could easily get swept
up in the grandeur of a past presidential-hopeful and forget
that Kucinich does not know our county's issues, however
universal he may claim them to be. That built-in name
recognition could certainly propel him towards a candidacy
in a Seattle representative position, but it's not likely the
swing voters in Seattle's smaller neighborhoods would take
kindly to Kucinich's decidedly ultra-liberal politics (this
is the man who seriously attempted to impeach Bush by
introducing the bill in the House in 2008).
Our district has its fair share of problems right now—we
have a budget crisis that is affecting our schools, our arts
and our federal programs. The way out is probably not
going to come from Cleveland. Kucinich would be better
off looking for a new job somewhere a bit closer to home,
perhaps Indiana? Michigan maybe?
Poor college education result of attitude
Daily CampusEditorial
Board
The Daily Campus, UCONN
The American education sys-
tem has been marred in recent
years by a troubling trend. Test
scores indicate that students are





math, weakening our country's
ability to maintain a competitive
intellectual edge. It is no secret
that the American education
system is in desperate need of
reform.
But our test scores are not the
only thing in need of improve-
ment- student attitudes can also
use a tune up.
In a commentary piece writ-
ten for The Chronicle of Higher
Education, New England college
professor Elayne Clift calls for
an attitude adjustment among
students. Clift has taught at Ivy
League institutions and commu-
nity colleges. She remembers her
"semester from hell," when a group
ofgraduate students lamented the
syllabus on the first night of class,
complaining that it called for too
much work. The professor said she
felt disrespected for their passive-
aggressive behavior and shocked
that at the graduate level, they
could not write in coherent sen-
tences. She was "accosted" with
"hostile emails" after critiquing
papers — even when she discovered
evidence ofplagiarism. Her obser-
vations led her to the following
conclusion: students have a sense
ofentitlement, evidenced by rude
behavior and a lack of academic
motivation.
Professors do not owe
us anything beyond
quality instruction.
Clift makes an important
point. All too often, students
show up to class having not both-
ered to even do the reading, write
papers riddled with questionable
sources like Wikipedia. Many
students are only willing to do
enough work to pass classes and
move on. If we earn a poor grade
on an essay or fail an exam, it's
not our fault; rather, the professor
is to blame. Not only is there a
lack ofaccountability concerning
our academic performances, but
also for our education at large.
As Clift insinuates in her
piece, the first step in education
reform begins with us. We as stu-
dents voluntarily attend college
because we want to challenge
ourselves and to achieve the high-
est standard ofeducation that we
can. In accepting that, we also
need to accept that professors
do not owe us anything beyond
quality instruction. From the as-
signments listed on the syllabus
to the grades that we earn, we are
not entitled to pass classes for less
than mediocre work, or entitled
to dictate the way a class should
be taught, even ifwe disagree. A
degree isn't just a diploma that's
given to you when you cross the
stage at graduation—it should be
something that is earned.
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Seattle U should revisit Jesuit principles
Sophia Sanders
Debate Team Columnist
Seattle University has given
me many incredible gifts; the
gift of an incredible education
from Matteo Ricci College, the
gift of enrichment and excellence
from the debate team, the gift of
commitment to service from the
various places I have volunteered
around the community. The big-
gest gift, however, has been the gift
of a holistic and deeply personal
academic experience grounded in
Jesuit principles.
These gifts are priceless, but as
I step into my final three weeks in
this institution, I cannot say I am
sorry to be leaving because I fear
that the Seattle U I leave behind
will not be the school I was so en-
amored with my freshman year.
As we struggle to find our iden-
tity while increasing recognition
(re: profit), we lose the crucial
elements of what it means to call
ourselves a Jesuit institution.
Recently the struggle between
the Cardinal Newman Society
and Seattle U has come to light
due to our support of Planned
Parenthood. However, this is
not the first time we have been
put under fire by these Catholic
watchdogs. They, along with sev-
eral internet forums, Catholic
bloggers and newsletters, have
criticized for Seattle U having
interfaith dialogues around abor-
tion, allowing the drag show to
happen, having a transgender
awareness week, and for speaking
out against the Vatican concern-
ing the Terri Schiavo case.
But the problem lies not in
the calls of "un-Catholic" prac-
tices; the problem lies in the uni-
versity's defensive stance on all of
these issues. Because though we
are a Catholic university, we have
established ourselves as a Jesuit
institution for a reason.
I personally did not know that
we were a Jesuit school when I
was accepted, but I do not think
I could have excelled in other edu-
cational format. Jesuit education
is about the individual, about a
love of learning, and it is about
exploration and doubt. Those are
the reasons that a Jesuit institution
should stand up proudly when it
allows students from all faiths to
come together to dialogue about
abortions.
It is for those reasons that we
should not only ignore the re-
quests of the Cardinal Newman
Society, but we should actively
defend our stance. Of course
we support an organization that
serves those most vulnerable in
our society and ofcourse we sup-
port students that want to intern
and learn from such an organiza-
tion. It is also for those reasons
that Seattle U must undergo a se-
rious reevaluation of itselfbefore
it loses any of the principles it was
created on.
In my four years, I have seen
classroom sizes (not to mention
residence halls) expand to unheard
ofnumbers, sports funded to the
point of excess and rashly (base-
ball team is still having games off
campus because we do not have
proper facilities), languages that
are most critical to our time be
dismissed (Arabic), a Core devised
which allows for the complete
abandonment ofa humanist edu-
cation, and, most recently, found
out that some of our faculty are
paid atrociously low. Nowhere in
these decisions did the values of
social justice, empowering leaders,
or academic excellence.
Our urge to become a premier
and attractive institution, while
largely profit driven, is not the rea-
son why I worry for the future; it
is that in this push we are leaving
behind the Jesuit identity that not
only served as a main enrollment
attraction, but that has shaped the
education so many of our alumni
cherish. We should be driven by
a desire to employ faculty that are
well paid and excited to teach.We
should fund activities that foster
education and creativity like those
of debate, this newspaper, the art
department, and study abroad
scholarships. We should take a
hard look at the education we
want to be associated with our
name in the next 10 years and re-
alize that the humanities must be
attached to it.
Without these things we are
nothing more than another uni-
versity trying to get tuition dol-
lars. St. Ignatius imagined a lot
of things when he founded the
Jesuits but I am fairly confident
it was not what this university is
moving towards. It certainly never
included an irrationally expensive
inflatable fictional bird.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
Letter to the Editor
Thank you so much for your clear
and reasoned editorial. Younailed it.
One point to correct: the tunnel is
not under construction. Far from it.
The south end construction work you
see happening now was planned and
permitted a couple years ago. Elected
officials agreed to do that chunk of
viaduct replacement, which was not
controversial, while they continued to
analyze/ debate the centralsegment.
The idea then was that the south
end workwould be alternative-neutral,
meaning it could connect to any solu-
tion in the central waterfront segment
15/Surface/Transit, or elevated, or tun-
nel. This is still (mostly) true; it might
take some reengineering, but nothing
will have to be undone.
While the governor is doing every-
thing shecan togive rhe impression that
the tunnel is a done deal, it's too late to
turn back, that is not the truth. SEPA
law says that aFinal EIS must be done,
and a record of decision issued before
the "decision" ismade. This is scheduled
for August, but as the informationabout
the tunnel's financial and technical
shortcomings is just now coming into
focus, and thepoliticsbecome moreand
more volatile, this could still fall apart.
The RH Thompson Expressway
through the Arboretum was stopped
at the eleventh hour. The plan to re-
build the Embarcadero Freeway inSan
Francisco was stopped after Caltrans
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In the article "Ghost Sonata
chills Lee Center to the bone,"
Ki Gottberg was mistakenly re-
ferred to as an assistant profes-
sor. However, Gottberg is a full
professor. We regret the error.
lostlooks
Quadstocked with Funk
Quadstock XXII started off dry enough, but the tail end of Seattle U's biggest event (hosted by SEAC) of
the year caught a steady stream of rain drops. Ticketholders poured into the Quad to listen to Del the Funky
Homosapien in spite of the downpour. Interestingly, the infamous passport parties did not occur this year due to
a lack of houses willing to sponsor them.
Sofia Jaramillo { The Spectator
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
su-spectator.com/multimedia
ferocity of Underdog $ports ASL club makes themselves heard
